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The eighteenth and nineteenth century experience in

America was one where the import trade vied with domestic

manufacture to supply the goods needed for everyday life.

The 18th century mercantile theory was that colonies would

not produce any manufactured goods, but would send raw

materials to the mother country in exchange for already fab-

ricated items. However, there was a domestic manufacture

of all sorts of articles in America from the earliest days in

defiance of British mercantile policies.

With the American Revolution, there was no longer a

legal impediment to American manufacture but the merchants

of Birmingham and London would not give up that easily pre-

ferring to flood America with goods of all kinds making domes-

tic manufacture economically untenable. The country tended

to divide geographically on this issue with New England having

sufficient water power and a population which could not pros-

per on farming alone locked in controversy with the south

whose system of plantations encouraged a thriving trade with

England and Europe. This controversy, centering on “the tar-

iff”issue, continued through the Civil War and beyond with the

eventual victory of manufacturing interests over the agricul-

tural. The military trade floated along with these shifts in

manufacturing capabilities and strength (Figure 1).

The great collection of newspapers which forms the

core of the collections of the American Worcester

Antiquarian Society is now on line via Readex. This huge

repository contains papers from as early as 1680 through,

practically speaking, about 1840 though with stragglers to

1860. The largest body of these papers relates to New

England though all other states in the Union until that time

are represented. Through this collection we can now see the

outlines of the import trade and domestic manufacturing in

a way previously unavailable.

One aspect of the military trade which can be under-

stood thanks to the availability of the AWAS newspaper col-

lection is the widespread import of sword blades along with

already finished swords. It is clear that individual importers

could and did obtain them either way. Some examples will

speak to the diversity of the import trader.

In the Baltimore Daily Intelligencer, July 15, 1794,

page 1, William Ball, a well known silversmith and sword

maker advertises “The subscriber will give the highest price

for new or second hand SWORD BLADES. WILLIAM BALL,

Silversmith in Market Street.” The Boston Gazette, May 23,

1803, Supplement 2 shows “. . . JONATHAN PHILLIPS, has

received . . . a general assortment of HARD WARE . . . at No. 1

Ann-Street, Halbeck, Atwood and Blister’d Steet; German

Saws; Sword Blades; Looking-Glasses-&c.”

Alfred and George Welles of Boston dealt extensively in

military equipments along with shell combs, elegant ear

rings, silver ware and jewelry. They basically imported their

wares but also manufactured both jewelry and silver ware at

55 Cornhill. They advertised in the Boston Gazette, April 30,

1812, page 4 selling “. . . Gilt and plated Scymiter (sic)

Swords and Hangers—silver, gilt and plated mounted Cut

and Thrust Swords—gilt band plated Scabbard Dirks and

Stillettoes (sic)—elegant Embroidered Sword and Dirk

Belts—English and French Hat Trimmings . . . Sword Knits—

Rozetts (sic)—elegant gold and silver Epaulettes, with coun-

ter Straps . . . silk and worsted Sashes—16, 18 and 20 inch

Vulture Plumes, of all colors—gilt and plated Breast Plates—

a few sets of Horsemen and Artillery Swords, and Sword

Blades—Horsemen and Pocket Pistols . . .”
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Figure 1. French-made eagle headed sword made for the American
trade and signed “A. Berger Warranted” circa 1810.
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Halbach Steel, referenced in the Phillips advertisement

above also appears in the Mercury and New England

Palladium, January 15, 1802, page 3 which notes “. . .

Halbach’s Best German Steel Mill Saws” “. . . Brass Hilted

Swords suitable for a Company of Artillery, Horsemen’s

sword Blades, Artillerymen’s ditto . . .” H & B. Penhallow

appear in the New-Hampshire Gazette, March 11, 1797,

page 4 as having “imported from London, Bristol and

Liverpool, and by the Commerce from Amsterdam . . .

Horsemen’s Pistols, Hangers and Broad Sword Blades.” The

Penhallows were also selling a general line of hardware,

tools and saddlery. John J. Staples, Jr. also advertises in the

New York Daily Advertiser, August 4, 1792 as having im-

ported from Europe aboard the “Montgomery,” the “Mary”

from Bristol and the “Hannah”from Liverpool a variety of jew-

elry, plated and silver wares, personal articles, back gammon

tables “. . . Guns and Gun-Locks, Swords and Sword Blades,

Patent Pistols and Gilt Wire for Sword Grips . . .” Daniel

Parker, a Boston Goldsmith advertised in the Boston Gazette,

September 24, 1764, page 4 as having imported from London

jewelry and tools, molding sand “. . . Sword Blades Turkey oil

stones, German ditto Bohemia polishing stones . . .”

Marine T. Wickham, best known for his role in the devel-

opment of US Arms had a secondary business as a military

goods store at 94 Market Street in the late 18 teens and 1820s.

His advertisement in Poulson’s American Daily Advertiser,

July 3, 1819, page 1 shows “Wickham & Co.”selling Hardware,

Military and Sportsmen’s Articles including “. . . GUN LOCKS

and Mounting and component parts of small arms, Dirks,

Swords and Sword

BLADES, a great variety

of Fowling and Fishing

Tackle . . .” (Figures 2

and 2A).

From the above

sampling drawn from

many other advertise-

ments for military goods

and hardware importers

it is evident that arms

and their component

parts were standard arti-

cles of trade. Sword

blades need to be con-

sidered in the same class

as imported Ketland and

other European im-

ported arms as a typical item of trade. This explains the vari-

ety of hiltings and scabbards present in American swords

“manufactured in part” by the silversmith who produced fine

hilt of precious metals to the country blacksmith.

This does not mean there was no American manufac-

ture of sword blades. These foreign imports competed with

American manufacturers such as Lewis Prahl and the Rose

family, both of Philadelphia. It is an anomaly of the way the

trade developed that Philadelphia, a center of blade produc-

tion from the Revolution through 1820, would acquire a sim-

ilar focus in the blade import, rather than blade manufacture,

trade during the next forty years. Even so, not all Philadelphia

swords of the 1790s contained blades made in Philadelphia

any more than all swords used in Philadelphia after 1820

employed imported blades. One interesting sword series is

marked on the blade “WILHELM TESCHE PETERS SOHN IN

SOLINGEN FECIT” These swords often have the titles

“AMERICAN LIGHT HORSE” and “PENNSYLVANIA LIGHT

HORSE” conspicuously engraved on the blades. The Tesche

swords are often, but not always, brass hilted. Brass hilting is

often seen as a characteristic Philadelphia manufacture but,

in this case, it is unknown if these swords were completely

made in Solingen, Germany or were imported as parts and

assembled in Philadelphia using Philadelphia brass hilts.

To understand the relationship between a manufactur-

er/importer and a blade manufacturer in the second quarter

of the 19th century let us turn to the best documented of

those relationships—that of F. W. Widmnann and the

Horstmann brothers of Philadelphia and the Weyersberg

firm back in Solingen.

The most prominent sword “mounter” in Philadelphia

from 1820 till his death in 1848 was Frederick W. Widmann,

a native of Bremen, Germany who arrived in Philadelphia on
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Figure 2. Imported sword made for M. T. Wickham circa 1817–28.
Marine T. Wickham had a military goods business in addition to
his work inspecting US arms.

Figure 2A.



October 23, 1816 aboard the brig Hannah with one trunk,

one knapsack and four boxes of tools. One tool Widmann is

known to have used extensively was a rolling machine

which impressed leaf ornamental devices on a narrow rib-

bon of brass. These ornaments would characterize

Widmann’s hilts for the next thirty years (Figure 3).

Widmann brought something else from Germany—a

connection with the well known firm of Weyersberg

Gebruder (brothers) of Solingen, the capital of German blade

manufacture. The firm was founded in the early 1770s by the

Weyersberg family whose trademark was a king’s head facing

left. The Weyersberg company continued past the death of

the last of the brothers in 1829 and was finally amalgamated

with W. R. Kirschbaum & Cie in 1883. This crowned head

trademark was a common feature on American swords of the

period 1820–1865, in large part because of the use of

Weyersberg blades by both Widmann and his successor the

Horstmann Brothers. However, Weyersberg was by no means

their exclusive property. This “HONOUR AND COUNTRY”

blade circa 1820 also has a typical Philadelphia bone grip as

the sole remaining piece of the hilt. It prominently features

the crowned head mark. While the hilt maker could have

been Widmann, it was more likely some other mounter as the

Philadelphia grip is not typical of his work (Figure 4).

Widmann’s greatest work was the gold mounted presen-

tation sword presented to Andrew Jackson by the citizens of

Philadelphia on January 1, 1835 on the twentieth anniversary

of the Battle of New Orleans. The presentation is described in

the Richmond Enquirer on January 17, 1835, page 4. This

sword today is on exhibit at the Hermitage in Nashville with

the scene depicted in gold relief on the lower portion of the

scabbard. The scene is also etched on a sword blade marked

“F. W. WIDMANN/SWORD MOUNTER.” Titled on the blade is

“THE BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS”with a battle scene running

the length of the blade. This blade is marked with only a star

rosette and its status as a domestic product or an import is in

question (Figures 5 and 5A).

One of Widmann’s rare advertisements is in the

Philadelphia Gazette and Daily Advertiser, December 24,

1834, page 4 where he describes himself as a “SWORD

MOUNTER . . .”selling “. . . a handsome assortment of Swords,

Cutlasses, Dirks, Sword Canes, Blades, Handles, Scabbards,

Belts, in short everything pertaining to the equipment of the

military . . . the blades are from one of the most celebrated

manufactories of Europe, and surpass any offered for sale in

this country—the mounting, &c. are made by F.W.W. himself,
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Figure 3. A typical Widmann hilt circa 1820–40. It is marked with
his name on the guard.

Figure 4. “Honour and Country” blade with Weyersberg crowned
head mark. The grips which are all that remain of the hilt are from
Philadelphia.

Figure 5. “Battle of New Orleans” blade signed F. W. Widmann.
The blade is etched with a depiction of the battle and is the same
scene that was executed in relief on the solid gold drag of the
scabbard of a presentation sword given to Jackson on the twentieth
anniversary of the battle by citizens of Philadelphia in January
1815. This sword, now in the Hermitage, is also by Widmann. He
was apparently so proud of his work that the scene was also used
on this blade. The only mark on the blade is a “*” and it may be of
American manufacture.



in a handsome and durable manner, after the style of the first

warlike nation . . . Apply at 98, north Third street.”

Widmann died on April 12, 1848. His will dated

September 10, 1846 indicated that he hoped his apprentices

(Julius Knocke, Charles Loemmel and Jacob Faser) would con-

tinue the business but this did not happen.2 Instead we find

the “machine book” kept by William H. Horstmann and Sons

recording in his balances for January 1849, meaning a transac-

tion from 1848, of the purchase of “Tools & Machinery of

Sword Shop. Both of Exec of F. W. Widmann taken at Inventory

at 200.00”. How did this transfer come to pass? (Figure 6A).

William H. Horstmann was a fellow German of

Widmann’s, immigrating to Philadelphia in either 1815 or

1816. Horstmann, however, was a third generation coach

lace weaver from Hessen Cassel. While Horstmann was deal-

ing in military goods as well as selling the lace products he

manufactured by 1819, there was nothing in either the inter-

est or capabilities of the elder Horstmann to actually make

the metal goods he included in his business stock, while his

manufacturing capacity for woven goods was huge for the

day. William H. Horstmann, then in his sixties, gave up the

active management of his firm in 18453 (Figure 6).

His successors were his two elder sons, William J.

Horstmann and Sigmund Horstmann, both very talented

businessmen. The “brothers” moved quickly to expand the

business beyond its traditional weaving trade. In short

order they not only added the sword making capabilities

left by Widmann but also the insignia making business of

John O’Harra, as well as flag and drum making depart-

ments.4 While these manufacturing departments were

small compared to the massive coach lace and military

weaving capabilities shown by Horstmann, they greatly

expanded the range of the business (Figures 6A and 6B).

The Horstmann brothers were in no position to learn

the sword making trade from the ground up. They did the sim-

ple thing, buying not only Widmann’s business but employing

two of his three known apprentices, Charles Loemmel and

Julius Knocke. Both were still with Horstmann in the 1860s

according to a sole surviving employee register covering the

years 1867–1875. Loemmel was hired May 15, 1848 and died

still in Horstmann’s employ October 21, 1867. Knocke was

still with Horstmann and in charge of the sword room in 1875.

When Loemmel was employed Horstmann he also purchased

his sword making tools which are listed in German in the
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Figure 5A. Newspaper account of the presentation of the Battle of New Orleans sword to Andrew Jackson. Photo courtesy of AWAS.



machine book.5 An

Albert Loemmel, not list-

ed as a workman in

Widmann’s will, was

hired by Horstmann in

1850 and fired in June

16, 1871 when he “took

tools not belonging to

him,” perhaps the same tools noted in the “machine book” as

sold by Charles Loemmel in 18486 (Figure 7).

The other piece of business capability that came along

with Widmann’s employees, presses and tools was the

Widmann relationship with Weyersburg. Many Horstmann

blades, when unmounted, are seen to have the same

crowned head mark. Some have the same tang mark “NK”

which is unknown but may relate to a shop or a workman at

Weyersberg (Figure 8).

Horstmann continued to import Weyersberg blades

through the beginning of the Civil War when the greatly

increased volume of business included other Solingen firms,

such as Kirschbaum & Company. The use of imported blades

continued past the Civil War when new tariffs in the 1870s

imposed high taxes upon imported blades. Horstmann had

to deal with what seems to be an unknown American firm,

using a shield mark with an old English “h”. Thus the story

of the manufacturer and the importer came full circle with

America having imposed its industrial potency on even these

minor trades (Figure 9).
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Figure 6. Cadet sword
marked “HORSTMANN
PHILADELPHIA” with the
Weyersburg crowned head
mark. Circa 1850–60. The
Horstmann sword making
business began in 1848
with their purchase of
Widmann’s tools,
employment of his
apprentices, and
continuation of
Widmann’s relationship
with Weyersberg
Gebruder in Solingen,
Germany.

Figure 6A. Page from Horstmann’s Machine Register in January
1849 showing the purchase of Widmann’s presses and tools as well
as the tool of Charles Loemmel, one of Widmann’s workmen whom
Horstmann subsequently employed for the next nineteen years.

Figure 6B. Page from the Horstmann Machine Register showing an
inventory of the tools in Horstmann’s sword shop in 1854.
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Figure 7. US Army Musician’s Sword circa 1860. The blade fricasso
is marked “HORSTMANN & SONS PHILADELPHIA” and has the
Weyersberg crowned head on the reverse. The relationship of
Horstmann and Weyersberg continued through the Civil War with
the same markings noted on M1851 staff officers and foot officers
swords made during the war.

Figure 9. Presentation quality blade marked “W. Caluberg
Solingen.” The Clauberg mark is a common feature on Civil War
period swords.

Figure 8. Blade marked “F. W. WIDMANN ORNAMENTAL SWORD
MOUNTER.” The tang has the Weyersberg crowned head an elusive
“NK” which turns up on other Widmann and Horstmann swords
and is likely a Weyersberg factory mark.
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